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In 1979 I went back to the place where Walter De Maria made his parallel
chalk line drawings in Arizona. The work of De Maria, Robert Smithson and
Richard Serra, and their place in American art, was critical for me, as was the
engagement of body with material and place, irrespective of image-making.
Here, I simply threw a hand-sized stone as far as I could, cleared all the
stones within that radius, made a pile that I stood on, and then I threw them
out again.
You can see from the photographs that I made a huge difference to the
topography! You can just see, in the middle of this picture, where the pile
was. There’s a kind of absent body there. All of these stones are radiating
outwards only as far as I was able to throw. This is the action of a living,
willing, feeling body on other bodies, which has made a displacement in
space. I offer it to you as an image but for me it was an experience. The
question of how the action of a human body, potentially, gives affordance
to other bodies interests me. What kind of space mentally, physically,
imaginatively does it transmit to others?

Re-arranged Desert, 1979
Temporary installation
Arizona, USA
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This is called Replaced Rock (1979). It was part of my degree show on leaving
art school. The rock is 1.2 metres high and buried to half its height by a
negative carving in the floor. Every 20 millimetres I registered this horizontal
on the rock itself. I hoped that through the agency of this rupture, this
activation of the floor and its emphasis on the horizontal, that we might feel
our lives and our being in time.

Replaced Rock, 1979
Sarsen stone, 122 cm (48 in) height, embedded in floor 61 cm (24 in)
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We have to test our environment, both built and elemental. We are the only
animals that choose to live in an environment that is entirely articulated
through Euclidean geometry, but at what cost?
This is Learning to Think (1991), sited in an old prison in South Carolina.
The idea of breaking or rupturing the assumption about the permanence,
or indeed the use value, of the architectural conditions in which we live,
is a function of sculpture. Sculpture can no longer simply reinforce the
known, it has to be a bridge to the unknown. It can no longer give us a sense
of identity; by celebrating the past it has to be open to possible futures.
You could say this is bilateral work. On one hand it recalls the lynchings
that were so much a part of the life of this prison and the history of early
America, but it is also about the potential of shared imagination: the realm
of the mind that is free of the condition of a body in space. We exist in space,
but space also exists in us.

Learning to Think, 1991
Lead, fibreglass and air (total of 5 ‘bodyforms’), 173 × 56 × 31 cm (68 × 22 × 121⁄8 in), each
Installation view, Old Jail, Charleston, USA
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This is an early work, Full Bowl (1977–78). It sits in your hand. The space
that is inside the tiny little bowl at the centre of the work has a resonance
with the space that surrounds the bowl; it is a continuum. The work is
an examination of the arbitrary nature of skins and edges. If art has been
so obsessed with the way light falls on objects and rendering a cogent
approximation of the way that this is conveyed to the retina (and lastly
celebrated in Impressionism), then is there a way that art can go behind
the skin of things? This examination of form and content, of regarding or
managing to make an ‘objective correlative’ account of the indeterminacy
of edges, of limits, is very important to me throughout the work. I think we
limit ourselves by being obsessed by the way things look.

Full Bowl, 1977–78
Lead, 6 × 17 × 17 cm (21⁄4 × 63⁄4 × 63⁄4 in)
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This three-piece work is Land, Sea and Air II (1982). It is an early attempt to
try to make this memory of a real body connect, not to the white cube of a
gallery or the context of an exhibition, but to the elemental world: to land,
to sea, to air, and to link each of those elements with a physical posture and
to link that physical posture to a perception. The work Land is a carapace
pierced with holes at the ears, listening to the ground. Sea is the first work
I made that opens the possibility of a sculpture as a body relating to the
horizon. It has its eyes open, looking out to sea. Air is an empty plaster
mould covered with lead, a body case with nostrils open. Lead is a wonderful
insulator – against liquid or sound leakage, against radioactivity. Each of
these works shares a prominent repeated horizontal every 7½ inches: there is
a horizontal line (think of Replaced Rock), a repeated contour line that unites
each of these pieces in a common spatial matrix. These two ideas – not
taking the skin of things as a limit, and the power of immersing a culturally
made object in the elements – I have put to work again and again.

Land, Sea and Air II, 1982
Lead, fibreglass, Land (crouching): 45 × 103 × 50 cm (173⁄4 × 401⁄2 × 193⁄4 in)
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Land, Sea and Air II, 1982
Lead, fibreglass, Sea (standing): 191 × 50 × 32 cm (751⁄4 × 193⁄4 × 121⁄2 in)

Land, Sea and Air II, 1982
Lead, fibreglass, Air (kneeling): 118 × 69 × 52 cm (461⁄2 × 271⁄4 × 201⁄2 in)
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This is Lorraine Williams, a fifty-five-year-old Wangatha woman from
Menzies in Western Australia, scanned by a digital body scanner and her
body then reduced laterally by 66.66 per cent recurring. The breasts have
been re-attached to the body by a bridge and, equally, the arms to the torso,
but otherwise everything is the result of analytic process. Here is Lorraine
in the scanner with her feet more or less parallel. I asked all the participants
to do this so that they could concentrate on something and allow the set
of their physical bodies to be transferred into a digital record. A physical
rendering of the work was then placed in the middle of a chemical
landscape, Lake Ballard in Western Australia, in 2003. This is another
horizontal field, another abstract body field.

Inside Australia, 2003
Digital render
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Interestingly, soon after placing the sculpture of Lorraine within this site
she was decorated with red ochre from the lake; a clear sign of some kind
of energy field around her. She was just one of fifty-one sculptures placed
on this lake and in a sea of salt. When I talk about a relational field and a
translation from the representational to the reflexive, I am talking about the
connectivity principle that allows your own trajectory to make connections
between these inert masses. With this work, for the first time, this was
illustrated: the participation of the viewer was registered by the traces left
on this receptive surface.
I want to share with you the experience of being on the lake in a temperature
of 42 degrees Celsius with zero degrees humidity. You have to drink 2 litres
of water an hour. You move across a surface as taut as a drum, crunching
through the crystallized sodium into the red mud. Because of its absolute
flatness and whiteness this place allows you to be proprioceptive, to be
aware of your own place in space and in time. It is your memory of the last
sculpture you saw that makes the connection with the next as you make the
200 or so metre journey between them. At the same time you contribute to
the work by leaving this trace: an emergent drawing that makes a matrix of
connections across the site. These sculptures are so far apart you can hardly
see them. They hang like hairs on the horizon, and as you walk towards them
they realize themselves to you.

Inside Australia, 2003
Cast alloy of iron, molybdenum, iridium, vanadium and titanium
51 elements based on 51 inhabitants of Menzies, Western Australia, installed in Lake Ballard
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I like to exploit the uncertainty principle at the very edge of perception.
The sculptures hover like a mirage on the horizon. Here this concentrated
material memory of a particular human body in space becomes a focus for
your loss of orientation on a flat surface that seems to extend infinitely. This
particular work is 4 kilometres from the shore of the lake. It’s a seven-yearold child, and if we think back to Full Bowl, it makes a concentrated black
hole in human form, exposed to space at large.

Inside Australia, 2003
Cast alloy of iron, molybdenum, iridium, vanadium and titanium
51 elements based on 51 inhabitants of Menzies, Western Australia, installed in Lake Ballard
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The question for me is how can you make these bodies work? How can
you transfer the representational, traditional function of the statue into
reflexivity? Here is the sculpture that I gave the Royal Academy as my
diploma work. It has been permanently installed in the Archaeology
Department at the University of Cambridge. It’s called Earthbound: Plant
(2002), a 650-kilogram sculpture buried entirely in the ground and the
only thing you see is the soles of the feet. You can stand on the feet and the
sculpture becomes like a materialized shadow. This is a way of activating
that democratizing horizontal that we take so little notice of – the ground
beneath our feet.

Earthbound: Plant, 2002
Cast iron, 195 × 57 × 42 cm (763⁄4 × 221⁄2 × 161⁄2 in)
Permanent installation, McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, Cambridge, England
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This is me during a typical day in the studio. I’m not doing very much.
I am a still point in a moving world where my assistants are fixing this
moment of a real body in real time. This is important. This is the truth claim
of my work. My work is not expressionist; it does not come from arbitrary
abstraction, but is rooted in a particular example of a human experience
of embodiment. It is offered back to the world as a displacement, hopefully
with some affordance.

Opposite: Plaster-making for Critical Mass II, 1995
Following pages: Still Standing, exhibition view
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, Russia
September 2011–January 2012
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The State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg is the treasure house of the

Still Standing is an experiment. It is an experiment in which about 6½

Russian Empire, where the spoils of war and of revolutionary expropriation

tonnes of iron is transposed into a voided classical gallery, displacing

are displayed. The building houses 4,582,039 objects. We are, perhaps,

space and inviting bodies to interact. This moment is an experiment.

aware of their exchange value but I am more interested in their use value.

What is an experiment? To see if experience can produce understanding.

If Einstein’s specific theory of relativity of 1905 holds that mass and energy

Understanding is not necessarily knowledge. Understanding comes from

are interchangeable, and if the general theory of relativity of 1915 places

tuning into our body, rather than the hermeneutics that human beings have

that thesis in a gravitational field, then what I want to look at today is an

got so good at – the translation of experience into language. My return to

examination of a common ground in which the shared field of objects in

the body is not about representation, it is an attempt to engage the total

space could be termed an open space of art. Both Newton and Einstein

sensorium of consciousness. This transition from body as representation to

defined objects as bodies, the shared condition of both life and sculpture.

body as space is a translation from representation to reflexivity. Why such

Is there, in the abstraction of the horizontal that links the floor with the

a radical change? Because modernism failed. The vision of the pioneers of

horizon, some way in which the exchange value of the object in space can

modernity – Mondrian, Malevich, Tatlin, Kandinsky, Brancusi and others –

be transmuted into a use value?

which liberated art into a formal purity that could touch people irrespective
of race, creed or language, failed. It failed because it was inadequately

So E=mc², mass and energy defined by the speed of light. We are all moving

common and inadequately linked to experience. So, in bringing the body

bodies in space with the capacity for thought, will and feeling. Sculpture is

back, the exhibition at the Hermitage is an experiment that puts forward

no longer about the representation of power and about how a person might

a precise proposition. I have reinterpreted the body in the language of

express their wealth or power. It is about how we might understand our own

modernity, in which architecture and Malevich are perhaps more relevant

embodiment in both space and time. The exhibition Still Standing (2011–12)

than the early cubism of Braque and Picasso. I have used the ‘orthogonal’,

engages with the classical galleries at the Hermitage and alters the viewer’s

rational geometry of architecture and binary information to map the space

normal passage through the historical objects. Nine classical statues are

of the body. Why? Because I am hoping that at the junction of modernity

placed directly on the ground, to share the same conditions as the viewer.

and the body (which was rejected by modernism), some new theme or

Seventeen solid iron blockworks are then positioned in an orthogonal

possibility might arise, perhaps some new perception of our being in space

arrangement in the Small Classical Courtyard, their abstract and modernist

and time. Now, you might say this is all very abstract and inflated but that

forms contrasting with the classical architecture of the interior space.

is why the exhibition is happening and why it is an experiment and not a
‘finished’ work of art.

Following pages: Still Standing, exhibition view
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, Russia
September 2011–January 2012
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The museum, in which the objects of power are hoarded, is an environment

Art is no longer about power and privilege, but participation. There is a

in which some people find it difficult to relate to the work and release the

much bigger issue here to do with whether, and how, human creativity can

potential energy that constitutes any contact with art. My introduction

evolve and what our intelligence, feeling and will can do for the evolution

of a false floor (originally I wanted to bring the floor up to 1.1 metres, the

of life on this planet. I am very aware that this exhibition is a small part of

average height of the plinths) is a reciprocal action; idealized gods brought

something very exciting: the increasing involvement of the former Soviet

down to earth and the public brought to stand with the gods on a common

bloc in the evolution of art that is communicated to a wide world while

ground. This is critical both as a philosophical proposition and a physical

changing the nature of the art world itself. The Moscow Biennale is one

experience. By denying the easy equation of elevation and the elevated value

indication of a new and dynamic player on the international scene and

of classical sculpture, we are forced to see these things as humanly made

this movement is getting more and more exciting as increasing numbers

objects and witness the action of time upon them. The museum establishes

of artists, thinkers, critics and curators are getting involved.

its authority through the power of labels, of necessary distance. This is the
‘short-circuiting’ of true response through the patronizing translation of

The project here was an invitation to think about how that human activity

objects into information. I want empathy. Eros and his left index finger is not

of making ourselves again in mineral material represents both continuity

something that has to be protected by a velvet rope or do not touch labels; it is

and transformation. It is very important that the roughness and the rustiness

replaced by a natural protectiveness for a body roughly the same size as a

of these iron objects stands in complete contrast to the rhetoric of the

young boy. The labelling of an object cuts us off from the ability to key into

architecture that surrounds them. In that respect I want the work to make

our own, intimate, fragile and therefore precious response. Sculpture can be

you think about the room that they are in, and your position in that room.

a catalyst for first-hand experience; experience of the object and through it

I hope the two rooms of the exhibition are like twins, or like a battery with

of being itself. What is a catalyst? An inert chemical that induces a reaction.

two zinc plates. The consistent floor material of these rooms allows you

That is what I would like the work, both classical and contemporary, to

to think about your body in space but, also, because of the specific nature

do here. The emergent behaviours necessary for this kind of engagement

and the age of the classical works and the contemporary nature of my work,

have to be developed and the behaviours enforced by the plinth have to be

to be aware of your body in time too.

reformed. I am delighted to hear that people are lying on the floor next to
the blockworks, trying to physically understand them by putting themselves
into those positions.
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I love museums and they are very particular places in which thought
and object come together in an interesting way. The issue for me is how
you energize things. Museums can become catalogues of objects that are
examples of a culture rather than actually acting on it in a dynamic and
direct way. The objects in such a museum are in danger of losing their
phenomenological power. The idea of a museum as a warehouse of booty
or treasure is really very sad. Each object is trying to tell us, in its own way,
about our human history and our need to make things. At the Hermitage it
was very important to me to put the viewer on the same level as the maker.
We have become so used to seeing a sculpture on an elevated platform.
For an observer, a body living now that is trying to relate to this thing two
thousand years or so after it was made, standing in the same position as the
sculptor did when making it is a good place to start.

Still Standing, exhibition view
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, Russia
September 2011–January 2012

Following pages: Horizon Field (detail), 2010–12
100 life-size, solid cast-iron figures of the human body, spread over an area of 150 square kilometres
A landscape installation in the High Alps of Vorarlberg, Austria
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Horizon Field (2010–12) is a work situated over an area of 150 square

What are these dark masses against the white snow? For me, they are

kilometres in the Alps. There are a hundred body forms: seventeen moulds

indications of absence; places where a man once stood and anyone could

of my body taken over an eight-month period. Like the works in the

stand. They act as ruptures, black holes in human form within the reality

Hermitage, they are made of cast iron and weigh about 650 kilograms each.

of daily experience which, hopefully, through the implication of an abstract

They form an exact horizontal. Like the floor in the classical sculpture

horizon, allow us to feel our own lives more intensely.

gallery, this horizontal, located at 2,039 metres above sea level, gives us a
new perspective on bodies in space. Here you can see a living body on skis
moving between two iron bodies that stare out into space. Our bodies move
through this horizontal plane, at times seeing the sculptural bodies against
the light, sometimes against earth, sometimes against snow.
What is the distinction between this and a statue? These iron bodies without
names form a total installation. They create a matrix: a field of connectivity
through which living bodies pass. In its indicative presence it invites you to
think about looking. All of these bodies are erect and face a horizon, all in
different directions, never facing each other. Although you can go up to one
and touch it, this isn’t to do with admiring the wonderful way in which the
hair has been rendered. There’s no great instruction, or information, or joy
to be had from attending to the proportions of the body. Together, they make
a field to be lived in. This is an example of a continual experimentation in
how you transfer potential into overt energy in a living body, through the
presence of a surrogate. If we think of the relativity question once more,
the issue they acknowledge is the issue that Einstein faced with his general
theory: gravity. I want the specific gravity and mass of these transposed
living bodies to make your movement more present to you – hence the skiers
in this picture. The inertia inherent in these transposed bodies makes the
implicit energy in your body more present.

Following pages: Horizon Field Hamburg, 2012
Steel 355, steel spiral strand cables, stainless steel mesh (safety net), wood floor, screws and
PU resin for top surface coating, 206 × 2,490 × 4,890 cm (811⁄4 × 9801⁄4 × 1,9251⁄4 in)
Installation view, Deichtorhallen, Hamburg, Germany
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Is there a way in which you can transpose from living body to sculptural

It was important to me that this horizontal plane has absolute flatness and

body without making a sculptural object? Can you isolate the notion of

reflection so that it reads like a surface of water, and you’re frightened of

a democratizing horizontal plane from art as object to art as experience?

stepping out onto it. Fear is a critical part of learning new behaviours in

Horizon Field Hamburg (2012) is a proposal at the limits of engineering. It is

relation to the proposition of art. As Edmund Burke suggested in his treaty

a platform 50 metres long and 25 metres wide with a horizontal security

on the sublime, there is no beauty without some terror in it. I believe that

net at the edge, at the same level as the upper surface. This platform hangs

until you put the body of the viewer in a position of jeopardy, the opening

on 8 thin wires about 7 metres from the ground and can take one hundred

of responses in the viewer will not happen. In this case, the surrogate bodies

living bodies at any one time. The top surface is a membrane made out of

are those of the viewers who are participating in the field.

skins of black epoxy and plywood, with acoustic holes at the bottom so that
the whole of this surface is live, transmitting vibrations from one person’s

I want to show you that this issue of horizons, of floors, of testing

movement to another. The platform moves at a frequency of about 0.18 hertz

assumptions, is not just a matter of getting rid of plinths – it is dependent

and becomes still after seven seconds. It weighs about 67 tonnes.

on democratizing the ground of a shared horizontal plane. A horizontal
plane is an abstract concept, but it is one we live with every day. We don’t

This is an instrument through which the viewer becomes the viewed. People

realize it. Space-time is curved: there are no straight lines in nature apart

on the ground stand in the shadows cast by the flying carpet which blocks

from the trajectory of light, and even that is subject to gravity. The floors of

out light from the roof, and through the acoustic holes they hear the voices

our buildings are a living abstraction, greater than a Malevich black square.

and the footsteps of the people above. Horizon Field Hamburg is a mediator
between the individual and the collective body. Every person stepping out
onto the platform, moving in this slow oscillation, is able to influence the
movement of the whole.
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Here is a horizontal plane that moves, testing human, industrial time
against planetary time. Another one hundred works: Another Place (1997),
immersed on the Wattenmeer in Cuxhaven, Germany, where we have this
diurnal exchange between an object of contemplation and a field effect.
This horizontal plane is absolute: with every tide the bodies are obscured,
they disappear under the surface. It is your memory of those present but
absent-from-view material bodies that you project onto an empty sea.

Another Place, 1997
Cast iron, 100 elements, 189 × 53 × 29 cm (741⁄2 × 21 × 111⁄2 in)
Cuxhaven, Germany
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What has sculpture done from time immemorial? It is a marker in time and
space. But I am very keen that it should not be taken for granted that those
orientation functions should themselves be questioned. We know that we
are travelling (at the equator of this planet) around our own axis at 1,470
kilometres per hour; that we’re travelling around the sun at about 104,000
km/h; that the sun that has in the last five billion years made twenty circuits
of our galaxy is travelling at 828,000 km/h. This then has to be put into
the context of the Hubble Constant and the realization that our universe is
expanding at a speed difficult to quantify – although we do know that at an
interval of 3.25 light years it is expanding at 265,000 km/h. Here is a work
that indicates the place of a body hanging on to this spinning spaceship,
mediating between the forces of gravity and the forces of centrifuge. It
touches and activates the surface, emphasizing the provisionality of any
position in space/time.

Close I, 1992
Lead, fibreglass, plaster and air, 25 × 192 × 186 cm (93⁄4 × 751⁄2 × 731⁄4 in)
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I have tried to tackle similar issues by using archaeological sites. Here at
the Roman Forum dating from about 130 ad in the Parco Archeologico di
Scolacium in Catanzaro, Italy, the present ground level is 1.6 metres above
the ancient forum, giving us a horizontal plane that cuts through the whole
40-hectare site. The works are distributed all over and the tops of their
heads form a consistent imaginary plane. Some are buried up to their necks,
some are on plinths in the deepest, oldest part of the site and every level in
between, according to the lie of the land. This arrangement offered a way
in which the trajectory of time could be felt physically. The passage through
the 200-year-old olive grove, and our awareness of the relation between
biological, geological and industrial time in this site of over 2,500 years
of human habitation, was linked with our passage through its varied levels.

Time Horizon, 2006
Cast iron, 100 elements, 189 × 53 × 29 cm (741⁄2 × 21 × 111⁄2 in)
Parco Archeologico di Scolacium, Roccelletta di Borgia, Catanzaro, Italy
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This is a work in Neandertal, Germany. The River Düssel has flowed
through here from before the birth of human consciousness. Here is a body
form lying on the river bed, dreaming of time out of mind. Again, a work
immersed in the changing condition of the elements. I am aware that it will
change in time; that process is part of its purpose.

Being, 2002
Cast iron, 195 × 57 × 42 cm (763⁄4 × 221⁄2 × 161⁄2 in)
Installation view, River Düssel, Neandertal, Germany
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Here is a river brought within the cultural realm, installed in the Kunsthalle
zu Kiel in Germany – about 400 square metres of mud, salt and water. This
is the site of becoming. This is the elemental world, a primal soup brought
within the frame of a museum as a changing painting that you can smell and
sense, as well as see.

Host, 1991
Mud, seawater, 13 cm (51⁄4 in) depth overall
Installation view, Kunsthalle zu Kiel, Germany, 1997
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Here is another horizontal plane at the Kunsthalle zu Kiel, made from
approximately 40,000 touched and fired pieces of mud; an earth that looks
at us. It is installed within the collection of German Romantic and genre
painting. It occupies that space absolutely, denying us access and insisting
that the future of nature lies within the human imagination.

European Field, 1993
Terracotta, variable size, approx. 40,000 elements, each 8–26 cm (31⁄4–101⁄4 in) high
Installation view, Kunsthalle zu Kiel, Germany, 1997
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The Fourth Plinth in London’s Trafalgar Square was originally made
to take a statue of an English king. One and Other (2009) took this space
of privilege, this platform 14 feet long and 5 feet wide, and made it
democratic. It was occupied by living bodies: throughout one hundred
days, for twenty-four hours a day, one person for one hour, come rain or
shine, night and day. The total number of participants was 2,400, which
gives us 2,400 hours of lived time – a monument in time. There was some
terror in it. As a participant you were separated from the ground, exposed
in space and to the elements, as well as to the public in the square. It was
a celebration of the viewer as much as the viewed. There was a sense in
which this shared examination of the space, instead of the object of art,
was a way in which people could make a collective portrait of us now:
subverting the object of art by their own presences, considering our values,
considering what we hope for and what we fear.

One and Other, 2009
Fourth Plinth, Trafalgar Square, London, England
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The baroque idea of trying to sculpt the most active body denies the fact

My faith is that art becomes an increasingly important testing ground, free

that a sculpture is a still, silent object. If we are interested in reflexivity, then

of control and ideology, in which we can examine ourselves and our needs,

our movement is the thing that we can actually sense through the stillness

desires and dreams. It has to be released from both the institutionalizing

of the object and its acceptance of its own inertia and its seeming fixedness.

effects of the museum and from the commodifying effects of the market,

A whole trajectory of Western sculpture ends with Rodin. I admire Rodin,

while still recognizing the critical importance of both – the first for

but with the Walking Man (1877–78) or Iris, Messenger of the Gods (c. 1895)

appraisal and the second for nourishment. Art is a basic human need,

or the Large Head of Iris (1890–91) we have to ask what he had to do in order

a basic human activity. It is what makes us human and offers us the tools

to make gesture acceptable. He had to accept the object nature of the work

to become ourselves. In a time when we are driven mad by the lure of false

and cut off body parts quite violently. In Walking Man the head is sliced off.

desires and the promise of objects of consumption, art can be a free and

It’s interesting: for Rodin the ‘stilling’ of the object was to do the work of

open space of experiment and experience. Art can release us from the need

time, fast. I was in the Musée Rodin recently, and interestingly in his own

to possess objects of power and allow us to enter the field in which the

collection he had Greek and Roman torsos, the limbless core of the body.

power of objects frees us.

In order to still the representative movement of sculpture he had to allow
it to become an object and wound it, cut it and destroy it. I think this was
a denial of what sculpture can do. I love Jain, Hindu and Buddhist sculpture
from the third century bc up to the twelfth century ad – from the Mauryan
Empire through to the Chola and Pala dynasties in India. I think that the
abstract body was really invented in Mathura, India, in the fifth century ad
during the Gupta period. In this tradition, life does not have to be expressed
through action (action being a crude expression of life) but through breath,
through an implied inner potency expressed in the compound curves of
an invented body: that’s something that really interests me. I have tried to
use this. In my moulds there is an implied internal pressure. Represented
movement is a stupid idea for sculpture.

